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Video Art – Items #122, 123
"Moving image art, or as it is more frequently coined - Video Art, started gaining
momentum as a mainstream medium around the turn of the 21st century. Since
then, its share as a medium has been growing regularly in curator led art displays at
Museums, Biennales and cutting edge private collections all over the world. Today, it
is arguably the main form of expression for the post internet generation of artists, a
second language.
Most of Israel’s successful contemporary artists employ video as a main form of
expression: Michal Rovner, Sigalit Landau, Yehudit Sasportas, Mika Rottenberg, Nevet
Yitzhak, Nira Pereg, Yael Bartana, Omer Fast, Gilad Ratman, Guy Ben-Ner, and of
course Michel Platnic... to name a few.
However, in the auction world, video art is still a relatively small phenomenon. Works
started to appear at auction and prices started rising post 2000, reaching several highs
in 2006-2007 for artists such as Bill Viola, Nam June Paik and Matthew Barney. More
recently, in 2011, Willian Kentridge’s “Model Theater” sold for $602,000 at Sotheby's
NY, which is currently the auction record for a video based work. When compared to
paintings and sculptures, video art prices are still relatively modest.
So why does the auction market for video art remain small? At the core it has
to do with collector confidence about two main issues: Conservation (the risk of
technologies getting obsolete) and Title/ownership risk. These two issues are the
subject of countless research papers where numerous suggestions are being made to
create standards and fair practice.
Fortunately however, the video-art market is already so large in the primary market,
that it is sufficient justification for many startups, including in Israel, to build solutions
using cloud computing and block chain technology to help allay those fears.
For collectors thinking about long term investment, these innovations are very
welcome and bode well for investments in video art, but one should be sure to obtain
full documentation, archival digital files and clear rights of ownership of edition video
works. Works like those of Michel Platnic, which combine a painting object with an
embedded video element, are still the safest bet”.
Serge Tiroche, founder of START and the Art Vantage PCC Limited - Tiroche DeLeon Collection
A former electrical engineer, Michel Platnic was born in France in 1970, but found
his artistic vocation after relocating to Israel at age 28, where he went on to study
theatre, performance, martial arts and dance. Realizing his inclination towards Fine
Arts, Platnic graduated in 2010 with honors from the Midrasha School of Art, where
Serge Tiroche selected him for the START program. Soon after this encounter,
Platnic started making his framed "living paintings", which have since become the
core of his practice. Often based on famous masterpieces which he revives through
a combination of painting, sculpture, costume and set design, lighting, photography
and video, they are usually based on a master-work that Michel wants to re-interpret.
Using computer driven calculations, Platnic designs and builds accurate sets in which
he embeds actors whose bodies are often painted from head to toe. He then films and
photographs the scenes to recreate an almost identical work to the original, but his
versions live and breathe.
This auction includes two works from the living paintings series; "King Charles II",
which is the first “living painting” Michel created in 2011. It is inspired by a painting by
17th century royal portrait artist Thomas Hawker, which Michel saw at the National
Portrait Gallery in London.The second work to be auctioned, is "After Figure at a
Washbasin" which Michel created in 2013 as part of a body of pivotal works he made
in 2013-2014 paying homage to Francis Bacon's oeuvre.
START introduced Michel’s work to Gordon Gallery, which has supported the Bacon
project from inception and has given Michel a large solo exhibition, published a book
and taken him to international art fairs.
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Platnic has since gained international recognition, exhibiting among other at the
Moscow Manage Museum, Changjiang Museum of Contemporary Art, Art Stage
Singapore, Art Rotterdam, "Fresh Paint" art fair, Ramat-Gan Museum and Tel Hai
museums in Israel, as well as Art Plural gallery in Singapore and world renowned
Continua Gallery at Les Moulins, Paris. His works have entered major collections
across Israel, the US, Europe and Asia.
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After “Figure Standing on a Washbasin", 2013,
,2013 ,
Full HD video on flat screen in artist frame,
~ ~HD
113x85 cm.
113X85
Edition: 6/6 + 2 AP.
.AP 2 + 6/6

Michel Platnic

$ 10,000 - 15,000
~ ~~
~~~ ~
The work is accompanied by an artist box including digital media files and a certificate of authenticity signed by the Artist.
The work was exhibited several times in Israel and internationally, is reproduced over several pages in the artist's book, and has been publicized widely
in articles both locally and internationally. For more information, please ask the auction house personnel.
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Full HD video on flat screen in artist frame,
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The work is accompanied by an artist box including digital media files and a certificate of authenticity signed by the Artist.
The work was exhibited several times in Israel and internationally, is reproduced over several pages in the artist's book, and has been publicized widely
in articles both locally and internationally. For more information, please ask the auction house personnel.

